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Stacy led the quiet life of a young stay at home mom.At least thatâ€™s what her husband thought.

Then he got a big promotion and a two-week vacation and found out just what his wife was up to

while he was at work!It turns out thereâ€™s a snake in the grass. A single dad whoâ€™s leaving a

trail of broken hearts and soaked panties among all the hot young moms in the neighborhood, and

heâ€™s set his sights on Stacy!Bryce should be pissed. Bryce should be furious. Bryce should do

something to split them up.But he canâ€™t get the thought of his wife flirting with another man out of

his mind. He canâ€™t stop thinking about what might happen if Stacy straysâ€¦Includes the bonus

novel Dark Fantasy!
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Well written story of a young woman finding her identity.

Well written as usual by Lexi but too short. I wish there was more to the end of the book.

This was a good story. But without giving away the end, I was kind of disappointed in the ending.



Even though I didn't like the ending it was hot. Maybe a sequel in the making.

Stacy satisfied me again with this tale. Definitely worth the read. Didn't know where the story was

heading and hope to get part 2.

Great story like she always writes. Has suspense till the end and written from the husbands point of

view. Hope there is a second book to this as it does leave you hanging a little but over all very good

and well written.

A great start-up story for a continuing tale. Although the blurb didn't mention it, I feel that this ends

with a cliffhanger. The heat is starting to rise. The wife is getting frustrated; the husband is getting

stretched between confusion and arousal. And then ... Well, that's for you to find out. I voluntarily

read and reviewed an advance copy of this book.

What a total disappointment. I though that based on other reviews, this was going to be good. Far

from it. Total disaster. A very short story, with no real plot, and told from the point of a husband

whose voice was too much for me, and towards the end, he catches her husband with another man.

That is it. No real sex, and no real sex dialogues, and no real surprises. This tells you not to trust

these reviews. Waste of money. For an author who depends on readers for a living, Lexi should be

honest with her readers. There is nothing hot here.will not read her stories unless they are longer,

and one story, about swingers. Not just a silly hot wife story, having sex with another man.

He said: As mentioned by another reviewer this is a new twist on the hotwife concept. Well written

and a realistic storyline that makes it seem much more than an erotic fantasy (as so many of the

books in this category are). A definite page turner as Lexi builds the tension and suspense leading

to what I found to be a surprising ending. Not what I expected at all.She said: A very interesting

read, over and above the erotic elements. Not as intense as some of her other writing, suggesting

that this could be part 1 to a continuing story? There is lot's more here to work with and I am really

looking forward to reading a follow up.
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